Technical
Data Sheet
EVERROLL KOMBI
®

Product Description
everroll® Kombi is a prefabricated (alternatively laminated
on site), point elastic, sprint track or plyometric surface for
sprint and speed training in fitness studios. Due to its double
layer construction everroll® Kombi offers an adequate force
reduction protecting subfloors. The resilient base mat provides a
significant energy reduction which protects athlete’s joints under
high strains. The EPDM top layer is slip-resistant and extremely
durable.

Applications
Sports, fitness and contract flooring.

Material composition
Elastic flooring mat, made of selected rubber granulates bound
with polyurethane, laminated with a wearing surfaces mat made
from selected EPDM granulates.
Different make-ups available to suit specific force reduction
requirements:
4+4 - 4mm elastic base layer/ 4mm EPDM top layer
6+4 - 6mm elastic base layer/ 4mm EPDM top layer
8+4 - 8mm elastic base layer/ 4mm EPDM top layer

Colour pattern
Base mat:
Black
Wearing surface: Red, Blue or Green
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Physical Information
Thickness (mm)
Weight per m²
Force Reduction (DIN 3802)

4+4

6+4

8+4

8

10

12

8.84kg

10.32kg

11.80kg

20%

25%

32.4%

Temperature Resistance
Fire Resistance (EN 13501-1)

- 40° C to 115° C
Class E

Notice: The above mentioned test data are based on periodical laboratory testing of test specimen taken from the actual
manufacturing process and show the average values measured. The publishing of these technical data does not relieve the user
of the necessity to test the relevant product for physical fitness based on a specific application. As the final use and application
of our products are out of our control, this is the sole responsibility of the buyer / end user. All of our products do carry a warranty
against manufacturer’s defects according to our standard terms and conditions of sale. Due to deviations in raw materials, external
influences like temperature and humidity variations, and the fact that this data relates to a resilient material, the above mentioned
values are subject to vary up to +/- 25%.
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IMPORTANT: Goods supplied by the company are made to approved standards from the highest quality
raw materials but no warranty or guarantee is given as to their suitability for any particular purpose or
application, and no liability is accepted for any loss or damage arising directly or indirectly from the use of
the Company’s products irrespective of any information given to us as to intended use of such products.
It is therefore recommended that prospective users should test a sample of this product under their own
conditions to satisfy themselves that the product is suitable for the purpose intended.

